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ABSTRACT
Recent advances in neuroscience have suggested that exercise based behavioral treatments may have the potential to improve function and possibly slow progression of motor symptoms in individuals with Parkinson disease (PD). The LSVT (Lee Silverman Voice Treatment) Programs for individuals with PD have been developed and researched over the past 20 years beginning with a focus on the speech motor system (LSVT LOUD) and more recently have been extended to address limb motor systems (LSVT BIG). The unique aspects of the LSVT Programs include the combination of: (a) an exclusive target on increasing amplitude (loudness in the speech motor system; bigger movements in the limb motor system), (b) a focus on sensory recalibration to help patients recognize that movements with increased amplitude are within normal limits, even if they feel “too loud” or “too big”, and (c) training self-cueing and attention-to-action to facilitate long-term maintenance of treatment outcomes. In addition, the intensive mode of delivery is consistent with principles that drive activity dependent neuroplasticity and motor learning. The purpose of this review article is to provide an integrative discussion of the LSVT Programs including the rationale for their fundamentals, a summary of published efficacy data, and a discussion of current limitations and future directions for research.
INTRODUCTION

Progressive neurological diseases, such as Parkinson disease (PD) impair speech, swallowing, limb function, gait, balance, and activities of daily living. Even with optimal medical management (pharmacological, surgical) these deficits cannot be controlled satisfactorily in the vast majority of individuals with PD and have a negative impact on quality of life [1-3]. Recently, basic science research in animal models of PD has documented the value of exercise for improving motor performance and potentially slowing progression of motor symptoms and neural degeneration [4-9]. The impact of exercise in humans with PD is being increasingly explored in studies that incorporate key principles that have been identified to drive activity dependent neuroplasticity (i.e., modifications in the central nervous system in response to physical activity), such as specificity, intensity, repetition, and saliency [9-16]. Collectively, these findings have accentuated the important role of exercise and/or rehabilitation in the overall management of PD. Previously, rehabilitation programs were often administered in later stages of PD or as reactive referrals for secondary impairments, such as aspiration due to swallowing dysfunction, or hip fracture due to falling. Today, such programs are being viewed as therapeutic options to be prescribed early in the course of PD that may potentially contribute to slowing of motor symptom progression [5, 17]. The purpose of this review article is to provide an integrative discussion of the rationale for and the efficacy of one type of rehabilitation approach, the LSVT Programs for speech (LSVT LOUD) and limb (LSVT BIG) motor systems in individuals with PD. We will include the rationale for targeting increased amplitude, the intensive mode of treatment delivery, and recalibration of the sensorimotor system including self-cueing, and attention to action, which may be important for generalization and long-term maintenance of treatment effects. In addition, we will summarize published efficacy data and discuss current limitations and future directions for research.

What is LSVT LOUD?

Nearly 90% of individuals with PD have speech and voice disorders that negatively impact communication abilities [18-19]. These disorders include reduced vocal loudness, monotone, hoarse, breathy voice quality and imprecise articulation, perceived as mumbling, and other rate-related features, such as hesitations and short rushes of speech [20-22]. In contrast to previous medical “chart review” literature suggesting a mid or late-stage onset of speech and swallowing symptoms in PD [23], more recent investigations with sensitive and valid measures consistently report speech symptoms in early PD (e.g., 24-27). Further, self-report data from individuals with PD have indicated that voice and speech changes are associated with inactivity, embarrassment and withdrawal from social situations [2].

Historically, speech treatment for individuals with PD was viewed futile, in as much as treatment gains were minimal and short-lived [28]. Today, LSVT LOUD is a standardized, research-based speech treatment protocol with established efficacy for PD [29-32]. LSVT LOUD trains the target of vocal loudness in order to: (1) enhance the voice source, consistent with improving the carrier in the classic engineering concept of signal transmission [33], (2) use vocal loudness as a trigger for distributed effects (e.g., improved articulation, vocal quality and intonation and reduced rate) across the speech production system [22 , 34-37], (3) recalibrate sensorimotor perception of improved vocal loudness [38], and (4) train a single self-cue and attention to action to facilitate generalization of treatment effects into functional communication. Although LSVT LOUD is a standardized treatment protocol, the materials used during treatment and the homework and carryover exercises are made salient and tailored to each individual to facilitate motivation, engagement and the potential to drive neuroplasticity [13, 39-40].
In contrast, traditional speech therapy typically involves multiple speech system targets (e.g., respiration, voice, articulation and rate), is low intensity (1 – 2 sessions per week, minimal number of repetitions of treatment tasks), and does not systematically address the sensory processing deficits related to self-perception of loudness by individuals with PD (see reference 41 for summary table contrasting LSVT LOUD and traditional speech treatment) [41-42]. The LSVT LOUD protocol is summarized in Table 1.

*Insert Table 1 approximately here*

**LSVT LOUD Outcome Data**

Two randomized controlled trial (RCT) studies have been conducted [31-32]. Data have documented that training increased vocal loudness results in a statistically significant and lasting increase in vocal sound pressure level (SPL) and frequency variability during speech (i.e., uncued conversational speech) as compared to a matched treatment focusing on training increased respiratory support [30-32, 34]. Effect size data for the primary outcome variable of vocal SPL in conversational speech were highly significant immediately post-treatment (1.20) and were maintained at 24 months post treatment (1.03) ([31, 34, 43]. Data providing initial external validation of LSVT LOUD outcomes have been reported by independent labs and reviews [44-48].

In addition, various physiologic changes such as increased movement amplitude of the rib cage (larger excursions) during speech breathing [49], increased subglottal air pressure [30] and improved closure and larger/more symmetrical movements of the vocal folds [50] have been documented in individuals with PD immediately post-LSVT LOUD. These findings are supported by perceptual data demonstrating listeners rated improved loudness and voice quality.
in individuals with PD immediately post-treatment [37]. Subjects in these studies were predominately Hoehn & Yahr stages 1-3 with moderate speech deficits.

Training vocal loudness also has been studied for its distributed effects across the speech production system. In a series of smaller pilot studies (subsets of data from larger study) data have documented improvements in orofacial movements, as reflected in consonant articulation [51], tongue strength and motility [47], speech rate [34], ratings of improved facial expression [52] and improvements in some aspects of the oral phase of swallowing (e.g., reduced oral transit time) [53] even though these functions were not specific targets in therapy. The impact of LSVT LOUD on speech articulation, especially vowels, has been further explored. Vowels are formed and differentiated from each other by the movements of the tongue, lips, and jaw. In individuals with PD, these movements tend to be hypokinetic [54], thus rendering the vowels less distinct physiologically, acoustically, and perceptually, a phenomenon known as vowel centralization. LSVT LOUD has been shown to reduce vowel centralization and improve perceptual rating of vowel quality [35-36]. This improvement may reflect larger amplitude of movements of the tongue, lips, and jaw, possibly due to overall neural and biomechanical coupling of speech subsystems and increased activation of the entire speech neuromuscular system [55].

Two brain imaging studies using O\textsuperscript{15} PET in a small number of individuals with PD have documented changes in brain function immediately following LSVT LOUD [56-58]. The most recent study by Narayana et al [58] examined the neural mechanisms underlying the effects of training increased vocal loudness in ten individuals with PD and hypophonia. Cerebral blood flow during rest and reading conditions was measured by H\textsubscript{2}O\textsuperscript{15}O-positron emission tomography. Z-score images were generated by contrasting reading with rest conditions for pre- and post-LSVT LOUD sessions, and neural activity was correlated with the corresponding change in
vocal SPL (loudness). Narayana et al [58] hypothesized that brain activation patterns associated with LSVT LOUD training would reflect improved loudness, improved perception of self-generated voice output, and improved attention to action. Further it was hypothesized that these outcomes would likely be mediated via the right hemisphere, and involve speech motor and premotor cortical areas (re: loudness), the auditory cortices (re: recalibration of perception of self-produced loudness), and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (re: attention to action). To a large extent, the results of the study are consistent with these hypotheses. These initial neural findings underlying LSVT LOUD outcomes are being further examined and verified in ongoing imaging studies as discussed in ongoing research.

**What is LSVT BIG?**

Individuals with PD perform movements that are hesitant (akinesia), slow (bradykinesia) and with reduced amplitude (hypokinesia). Changing from one motor program to another (set-shifting) may be disturbed and sequencing of repetitive movements may occur with prolonged and/or irregular intervals and reduced and/or irregular amplitudes [59]. External cues may exert disproportionate influences on motor performance and can trigger both motor blocks and kinesia paradoxica [60]. In LSVT BIG, training of amplitude rather than speed was chosen as the main focus of treatment to overcome bradykinesia/hypokinesia because training of velocity can induce faster movements but does not consistently improve movement amplitude and accuracy. Furthermore, training to increase velocity of limb movements may result in hypokinetic (reduced) movement amplitude [61-62]. In contrast, training of amplitude not only results in bigger, but also in faster and more precise movement [61-62]. The goal of LSVT BIG is to overcome deficient speed-amplitude regulation leading to underscaling of movement amplitude at any given velocity [62-64]. Continuous feedback on motor performance and training of
movement perception is used to counteract reduced gain in motor activities resulting from disturbed sensorimotor processing [65].

Most current therapies rely on compensatory behavior and external cueing in order to bypass deficient basal ganglia function [61, 66-73]. In contrast, other protocols focus on retraining of deficient functions. Task-specific, repetitive, high-intensity exercises for individuals with PD include treadmill-training [74], training of compensatory steps [75] walking [76] and muscle strengthening [77-78]. LSVT BIG belongs to the latter restorative approaches and is aiming to restore normal movement amplitude by recalibrating the patient’s perception of movement execution. LSVT BIG differs from other forms of physiotherapy in PD in its training of movement amplitude as a single treatment parameter (both single motor target and cognitive cue) through high effort, intensive treatment with a focus on recalibrating sensory perception of normal amplitude of movements. The standardized protocol of LSVT BIG was derived directly from LSVT LOUD and is summarized in Table 1.

**LSVT BIG Outcome Data**

Presently two trials on the effectiveness of LSVT BIG have been published.

A non-controlled study assessed effects of LSVT BIG in 18 individuals with PD [79]. Data documented that after four weeks of training, subjects demonstrated a modest (12%-14%) increase in velocity of walking and reaching movements.

In the recently published rater-blinded Berlin LSVT BIG Study improvement in motor performance was compared in 60 individuals with PD, randomly assigned to receive LSVT BIG, Nordic Walking (as group treatment) or domestic training without supervision [63]. Mean Fox CM, Ebersbach G, Ramig LO, Sapir S. (in press). LSVT LOUD and LSVT BIG: Behavioral Treatment Programs for Speech and Body Movements in Parkinson disease. *Parkinson’s Disease.*
improvement of UPDRS motor score in subjects receiving LSVT BIG was 5.05 at four-month follow-up. In contrast, the UPDRS motor score slightly deteriorated in control groups undergoing training in Nordic walking with the same amount of supervised sessions and in subjects who received domestic training receiving a 1-hour instructional lesson and no further supervision by a therapist. The beneficial outcome in LSVT BIG was also reflected by improvements in further assessments including a standard time-up and go task and 10-meter walk. According to Schrag et al. [80] a change of five points is the most appropriate cutoff score for the minimal clinical important change (MCIC) of the UPDRS motor score for all Hoehn and Yahr stages from Stage I to III. The degree of change in UPDRS motor score after LSVT BIG can thus be assumed to be clinically relevant. There is no established definition of the MCIC for the secondary motor assessments, but the observed 10-15% improvements in timed-test of mobility are likely to have functional impact.

The Berlin LSVT BIG Study is one of the few studies comparing specific types of physiotherapy with both active comparators and inactive controls. Sage and Almeida [81] reported more improvement in the UPDRS motor score and other motor tasks with exercises designed to improve sensory attention and body awareness when compared to lower-limb aerobic training. Mak and Chan 2008 [82] found better outcomes in the Sit-and-Stand task when subjects received training including sensory as compared to conventional exercise. In both studies individuals without active interventions did not improve. In the Berlin LSVT BIG Study outcomes differed clearly between active interventions. Intensive one-to-one training (LSVT BIG) was found to be more effective than Nordic walking delivered as group training. Although differences in training techniques may also have influenced results, it is likely that the specific protocol of LSVT BIG and, possibly, individual face-to-face interaction between patient and
therapist, was more crucial for successful outcomes than total exercise time. Further studies are needed to explore differences in cost-effectiveness between the more expensive individual LSVT BIG training, group treatments, and self-supervised domestic exercise.

**Unique Fundamentals of LSVT Programs**

**Target: amplitude**

We hypothesize that training-induced increases in movement amplitude target the proposed pathophysiological mechanisms underlying bradykinesia/hypokinesia - inadequate muscle activation [65]. The muscle activation deficits that occur in bradykinesia are believed to result from inadequate merging of kinesthetic feedback, motor output, and context feedback within the basal ganglia, necessary to select and reinforce an appropriate gain in the motor command [65, 83]. Although the target is increased amplitude, it is important to note that the end result in speech and movement amplitude output (louder voice/bigger movements) is within normal limits. The cue of ‘loud’ or ‘big’ is used to simply drive increased motor output across the motor systems for more normal amplitude. The role of the speech, physical or occupational therapist is to shape the amplitude into healthy, good quality movements (see Shaping in Table 1). Post-LSVT LOUD videostroboscopic data [50] and perceptual ratings of voice [37] indicate improved laryngeal function and voice quality rather than vocal hyperfunction or deterioration in voice post-treatment. Ratings of motor performance post LSVT BIG also indicated a trend towards normality and no exaggeration or over-compensation of movement amplitudes [63, 79, 85].

The idea of targeting amplitude in rehabilitation for individuals with PD is not new. Training vocal loudness (amplitude) is consistent with approaches recommended for treating Parkinson’s Disease.
motor speech disorders that: (a) create a single motor organizing theme, (b) have a maximum impact on other aspects of speech production, and (c) increase effort across the speech mechanism [85-87]. Further, many physical therapy programs have amplitude as a component of therapy either as exercise principles or by using external cues (e.g., 88-89). The unique element of training amplitude in LSVT Programs is that it is the exclusive focus. We hypothesize that a single, over-learned cue (louder voice/ bigger movements) may minimize cognitive load and mental effort [90] and possibly facilitate maintenance and generalization of treatment strategies outside of the therapy room. This hypothesis is yet to be formally tested and is an area for future research. For example, testing the impact of dual task functioning on the ability of individuals with PD to maintain improved amplitude pre/post LSVT Programs would elucidate the ability of these individuals to learn a new self-cue for amplitude.

Mode: intensive, high effort therapy

The training mode of LSVT Programs is consistent with some principles that promote activity-dependent neuroplasticity [11, 91] including: (a) specificity - targeting bradykiniesia/hypokinesia through increasing amplitude of motor output, (b) intensity - increased dosage of treatment, (c) repetition - increased repetition of tasks (minimum 15 repetitions) within treatment sessions and home practice, and (d) saliency of treatment tasks- individualized hierarchy and carryover assignments for active practice of desired goals, interests and abilities of each person [9-16]. Further, we recognize that acquisition of the motor skill (e.g., louder voice, bigger movements) alone may not be sufficient for sustained neuroplasticity (i.e., sensorimotor map reorganization, synaptogenesis) [14] or for carryover and long-term maintenance outside the therapeutic environment. Therefore, a direct translation of the structured motor exercises (daily tasks and exercises) into functional daily activities is emphasized in treatment with the goal of

facilitating generalization outside of the treatment room (see Table 1 Hierarchy, Carryover and Homework). In addition, emphasis is placed on establishing life-long habits of structured homework practice of voice/movement exercises that continue beyond the one-month of treatment. Finally, simply using the louder voice or bigger movements in daily living provides additional practice, as summarized by this patient quote, “In my normal everyday life, I just exaggerate my movements. I keep things big when I reach for things, or when I bend or when I walk; and when I talk – I keep my voice strong.”

**Recalibration: addressing barriers to generalization**

Sensorimotor processing deficits during speech and movement have been well documented [41-42, 92-95]. From our own clinical observations, it appears that addressing the motor deficit in isolation is not sufficient for lasting treatment outcomes that generalize beyond the treatment room [38]. Thus, the LSVT Programs are designed to train individuals with PD to recalibrate their motor and perceptual systems so that they are less inclined to downscale (reduce amplitude) speech and limb movement parameters after treatment.

*Insert Figure 1 approximately here*

Figure 1 illustrates our hypothesized model for amplitude rescaling and recalibration in LSVT Programs. In short, the goal is to teach individuals with PD to produce motor output required for louder voice and bigger movements (Bottom Figure 1) and help them recognize that this increased output results in within normal limits voice and movements. Directly addressing this sensory mismatch may help individuals learn to habitually (i.e., self cue) speak with greater vocal loudness and move with bigger movements at the end of therapy. A specific example of a recalibration task includes recording the individual’s voice while reading in a voice that they self-perceive as ‘too loud’ and then playing it back to them. Individuals with PD can recognize
when they hear the audio recordings that what felt and sounded too loud to them while reading, actually sounds within normal limits (or in some cases still too soft). Similarly, video recording an individual with PD as they walk or move in a manner that they perceive as ‘too big’ allows them to visualize that what felt too big to them actually looks like normal movements (or in some cases still too small). Additional recalibration activities are detailed in Table 1.

The hypothesized concepts underlying recalibration in LSVT Programs have yet to be systematically tested in pre/post treatment experiments. However, there is evidence that cognitive training is possible in individuals with PD [96], including training in motor attention to action and performance under multiple tasks [97-98]. Moreover, the ability to speak in a louder voice two years after intervention as compared to pre-treatment levels [31] support the ability of LSVT LOUD trained individuals to self-monitor vocal loudness at some level.

**Limitations of LSVT Programs**

There are a number of limitations to the scope of research on LSVT Programs and we have highlighted some of the key areas below. First, there is a need to better define prognostic variables for who will respond best to LSVT Programs and what outcomes can be expected in individuals with a variety of factors, such as depression, dementia, apathy, orthopedic complications, and dyskinesias, as well as atypical PD and post-DBS surgery. While the majority of LSVT outcome data have been reported on individuals with idiopathic PD, single subject, case study and small group designs have documented post LSVT LOUD improvements in individuals post- neurosurgery and with atypical parkinsonism [99-101]. However, these outcomes may not be of the same magnitude as those observed in individuals with mild to moderate idiopathic PD and these individuals may require more frequent follow-up treatment sessions to maintain improvements over time. Furthermore, LSVT LOUD outcomes in

---

individuals with significant rate disorders, such as palilalia, and individuals who have severe speech disorders secondary to high frequency DBS stimulation have been poor. Data examining LSVT BIG in atypical and post-DBS populations are not available. Second, studies examining the optimal dose-response relationships for LSVT Programs across idiopathic PD, atypical PD and individual post-DBS are needed. The standard dose of LSVT Programs is 16 individual 60 minute sessions within one month. There is one dose-response study for LSVT LOUD that examined the impact of an extended treatment protocol [102]. Specifically, individuals received in-person treatment two days a week and completed home practice sessions two days a week for 8 weeks of treatment. Outcome data immediately post-treatment were comparable to the standard dosage. Of note, the treating clinicians completed daily calls and extensive home-practice monitoring to ensure that all subjects completed all home sessions. Ongoing work is examining alternative dosages of LSVT BIG, additional dose-response relationships need to be defined. Third, the spread of effects across the speech production system has been reported following LSVT LOUD. These studies should be further advanced and studies are needed to evaluate the spread of effects or transfer effects from large body movements to fine motor functions, balance, or dual tasks following LSVT BIG. Fourth, the practical and financial feasibility of delivering intensive treatment in LSVT Programs must be addressed. Physical immobility and geographical constraints are barriers which limit patient accessibility to treatment. Fifth, the maintenance and enhancement of long-term treatment effects also are areas of need. While LSVT LOUD outcome data report maintenance of treatment effects for two years after one month of treatment, we believe outcomes can be further optimized. The long term effects of LSVT BIG need to be established. Strategies to maximize compliance with continued home practice and the timing of optimal follow-up treatment intervals needs to be

defined. Finally, the hypothesized concepts underlying sensory calibration as well as understanding neural mechanisms of treatment-related change need to be systematically studied and validated. Only then can we fully understand what elements of treatment contribute to improvement in speech and movement functioning. These limitations will continue to guide our future research with some areas already being addressed as discussed below.

**Current and Future Research Directions**

Our ongoing work in LSVT LOUD is addressing questions related to the importance of the treatment target versus the mode of delivery. Specifically, we are comparing two treatment targets: vocal loudness training (LSVT LOUD) versus orofacial/articulation training (LSVT ARTIC) and the effects on measures of speech intelligibility, speech acoustics, facial expression, and swallowing. The two treatments are standardized and matched in terms of mode of delivery (e.g., dosage, sensory recalibration, homework, carryover assignments). LSVT LOUD focuses on training healthy vocal loudness across speech tasks (sustained vowels, high/low vowels, functional phrases, speech hierarchy), with focused attention on how it feels and sounds to talk LOUD; whereas, LSVT ARTIC focuses on high force articulation or enunciation across speech tasks (diadochokinesis, contrastive pairs, functional phrases, speech hierarchy), with focus on how it feels to have high effort enunciation. Preliminary data examining single word intelligibility in noise conditions [103] and facial expressions utilizing the Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [104] revealed significant improvements from pre to post treatment in the LSVT LOUD group only. More extensive analysis is ongoing. In addition, this study includes comprehensive neuropsychological profiles of subjects and may shed some light on the impact of factors such as age, stage of disease, depression, dementia, or other non-motor symptoms on treatment outcomes.

The impact of DBS on speech is an urgent area of research. Tripoliti and colleagues [105] are assessing the reasons for the heterogeneous speech outcomes following DBS-STN by involving simultaneous quantitative measures of pre- and post-surgical speech functioning and details of surgical and stimulator optimization. Knowledge gained from these studies is likely to facilitate development of treatment approaches for speech problems in individuals with DBS-STN either pre-surgery (as preventative) or post-surgery (as rehabilitation). Our laboratory is looking at the impact of additional weeks of treatment on speech outcomes for individuals with PD post-DBS.

Advances in computer and web-based technology offer potentially powerful solutions to the problems of treatment accessibility, efficacious dosage delivery, and long-term maintenance in rehabilitation ([106-108]. Preliminary studies have documented the impact of telepractice and software programs on treatment availability for LSVT LOUD and suggest that such technology may be effective [45, 109-112] and increase the feasibility of intensive dosage and long-term follow-up. In addition, a study by Tindall et al [109] completed a cost analysis comparing in person delivery of LSVT LOUD versus telepractice delivery. The computed mean amount of time and money for individuals with PD across these two modes of delivery was reported. The live delivery mode required 51 hours for 16 visits (travel and therapy time), $953.00 on fuel/mileage expenses and $269.00 for other expenses (e.g. food). In contrast, the telepractice delivery option required 16 hours of time (therapy, no travel), and no additional costs for fuel/mileage or other expenses. To further enhance accessibility, a software program designed to collect acoustic data and provide interactive feedback as it guides the patient through the LSVT LOUD exercises has been developed. Outcome data document that treatment effects are comparable when half of the session were delivered by software [113]. These studies need

further validation. While telepractice has not been explored for delivery of LSVT BIG, there are studies that have documented the feasibility of remote measuring of activities of daily living [114] and ongoing trials examining the delivery of physical therapy via telepractice in patients post-stroke [115]. Thus, future applications of both telepractice and software programs/gaming technology to increase accessibility and feasibility of LSVT BIG is possible. The use of technology is not LSVT-specific and may have the ability to increase accessibility, enhance effectiveness, and reduce financial burden of many intensive rehabilitation programs for people with PD.

Understanding neural mechanisms of both speech and movement disorders in PD as well as mechanism of treatment-related change are of great promise to help improve treatment outcomes. As part of our ongoing work we are examining neural changes (PET imaging) in individuals with PD across the LSVT LOUD, LSVT ARTIC and Untreated groups. Hypothetically, intensive practice of speech enunciation by the LSVT ARTIC regimen should strengthen cortically-mediated speech articulation in PD, beyond the improvement associated with LSVT LOUD. To our knowledge this will be the first imaging study of comparison speech treatments in individuals with PD including long-term follow-up (3 months). Developing parallel imaging studies pre/post LSVT BIG is of great interest to us both in terms of understanding re-organization of brain activation patterns following treatment but also to understand differences between using amplitude to treat speech versus limb motor systems.

Finally, whereas studies of movement and limb/gait exercise in animal models of PD have contributed immensely to the literature, there have been no analogous models for studying vocalization deficits. Today, emerging models of vocal motor deficits following dopamine depletion in rodents (rats and mice) and songbirds offer promise for the feasibility and value of

these models [116-118]. Viable animal models of vocalization patterns associated with PD may allow us to accelerate the acquisition of the neurobiological and behavioral evidence to improve our understanding of voice/speech deficits in PD and document the therapeutic value of early interventions to slow voice/speech symptom progression in human PD.

Collectively these ongoing studies have the potential to improve our understanding of the underlying mechanisms of speech treatment-related changes in individuals with PD and will help guide treatment improvements. Future research will address the underlying bases for treatment-related changes that have a beneficial impact on speech and movement and thus quality of life in individuals with Parkinson disease.
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Table 1. Comparison of LSVT LOUD and LSVT BIG treatments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>LSVT LOUD (e.g., Ramig et al, 1995)</th>
<th>LSVT BIG (e.g. Farley, Fox, Ramig &amp; McFarland, 2008)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Target:</strong></td>
<td>LOUD</td>
<td>BIG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increased movement amplitude directed predominately to respiratory/laryngeal systems</td>
<td>Increased movement amplitude directed across limb motor system including gait</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intensity:</strong></td>
<td>STANDARDIZED</td>
<td>STANDARDIZED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dosage:</strong></td>
<td>4 consecutive days a week for 4 weeks (16 sessions in one month)</td>
<td>4 consecutive days a week for 4 weeks (16 sessions in one month)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Repetitions:</strong></td>
<td>Minimum 15 repetitions/task</td>
<td>Minimum 8-16 repetitions/task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Effort:</strong></td>
<td>push for max patient-perceived effort each day (8 or 9 on scale of 1-10 with 10 being the most)</td>
<td>push for max patient-perceived effort each day (8 or 9 on scale of 1-10 with 10 being the most)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Daily Tasks</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>First half of the treatment session (30 min.)</td>
<td>First half of the treatment session (30 min. or more)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Task 1:</strong></td>
<td>Maximum Sustained Movements</td>
<td>Maximum Sustained Movements-seated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15 reps: sustain “ah” in good quality, Loud voice as long as possible</td>
<td>8 reps: sustain Big “stretch” floor to ceiling (10 sec hold)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Task 2:</strong></td>
<td>Directional Movements</td>
<td>Repetitive/Directional Movements - standing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15 reps each: say “ah” in Loud good quality voice going high in pitch; 15 reps each: say “ah” in Loud good quality voice going low in pitch</td>
<td>16 reps: Forward Big step – 8 each leg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16 reps: Sideways Big step – 8 each side</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16 reps: Backward Big step – 8 each leg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20 reps: Forward Big Rock and reach – 10 each side</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20 reps: Sideways Big Rock and Reach – 10 each side</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Task 3:</strong></td>
<td>Functional Phrases</td>
<td>Functional Component Movements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Patient self-identifies 10 phrases or sentences he/she says daily in functional living (e.g., “Good morning”) 5 reps of the list of 10 phrases. “Read phrases using same effort/loudness as you did during the long ‘ah’”</td>
<td>Patient self-identifies 5 movements he/she does in functional living every day (e.g., Sit-to-stand) Clinician and patient select one simple component of each of these movements 5 reps each of the 5 component movements “Do your movement with the same effort/bigness that you did during the daily exercises”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hierarchy</strong></td>
<td>Second half of the treatment session (30 min.)</td>
<td>Second half of the treatment session (30 min. or less)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Designed to train rescaled amplitude/effort of movement achieved in CORE Daily Tasks and Functional phrases into in context specific and variable speaking activities</td>
<td>- Designed to train rescaled amplitude/effort of movement achieved in CORE Daily Exercises and Functional Component Movements into in context specific and variable movement activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Tasks increase complexity across weeks (Words-phrases-sentences-reading-conversation) and can be tailored to each subjects goals and interests (e.g., golf vs. cooking)</td>
<td>- Complex multi-level tasks that progressively become more difficult over the 4 weeks and can be tailored to each subjects goals and interests (e.g., basic bathroom skills vs. going out to dinner or shopping)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Tasks progress in difficulty by increasing duration (maintain LOUD for longer periods of time) amplitude (loudness - within normal limits), and</td>
<td>- Tasks progress in difficulty by increasing duration (maintain BIG for longer periods of time) amplitude (bigness/effort - within normal limits), and complexity of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>complexity of tasks (dual processing, background noise and attentional distracters)</td>
<td>tasks (multi-steps, dual processing, background noise, and attentional distracters)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-BIG Walking is included as part of Hierarchy on a daily basis. Time and distance will vary across patients, hierarchy goals, and weeks of therapy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Shaping Techniques**

**Goal:** Train vocal loudness that is healthy and good quality (i.e., no unwanted vocal strain or excessive vocal fold closure).

**Technique:** Shape the quality and voice loudness through use of modeling or tactile/visual cues. "Watch me and do what I do."

Minimal cognitive loading, behavior is not achieved through extensive instructions or explanations, which are often too complex for patient to generalize outside of treatment room, but through modeling.

**Goal:** Train movement bigness that is healthy and good quality (i.e., no unwanted strain or pain, impingement or awkward biomechanics).

**Technique:** Shape the quality and movement bigness through use of modeling or tactile/visual cues. "Watch me and do what I do."

Minimal cognitive loading, behavior is not achieved through extensive instructions or explanations, which are often too complex for patient to generalize outside of treatment room, but through modeling.

**Sensory Recalibration**

**Treatment:** Focus attention on how it feels and sounds to talk LOUD

**Carryover activities:** start day one; daily assignments (treatment and non-treatment days); use loud voice in real life situations;
- difficulty of the assignment matches the level of the hierarchy where the person is working;
- make patient accountable and probe for comments from patient that people in their daily living have said, such as, “I can hear you better”

**Homework practice:** start day one: daily assignments to practice at home (Daily Tasks and Hierarchy Exercises); treatment days (one other time for 5-10 minutes); non-treatment days (two times for 10-15 minutes); homework book provided and patient made accountable

**Treatment:** Focus attention on how it feels and looks to move BIG

**Carryover activities:** start day one; daily assignments (treatment and non-treatment days); use big movements in real life situations;
- difficulty of the assignment matches the level of the hierarchy where the person is working;
- make patient accountable and probe for comments from patient that people in their daily living have said, such as, “You are moving better”

**Homework practice:** start day one: daily assignments to practice at home (Daily Exercises and Functional Component Movements, Walking BIG); treatment days (one other time for 5-10 minutes); non-treatment days (two times for 10-15 minutes); homework book provided and patient made accountable
Figure 1 Legend. We hypothesize that pre-treatment (Top of Figure 1), individuals with PD have reduced amplitude of motor output, which results in soft voice and small movements. Due to problems in sensory self-perception they are not aware of the soft voice and small movements, or they do not recognize the extent of their soft voice and smaller movements. As a result, no error correction is made and individuals continue to program or self-cue reduced amplitude of motor output. They are “stuck” in a cycle of being soft and small. The focus in treatment (Bottom of Figure 1) is on increasing the amplitude of motor output by having individuals with PD produce a louder voice and larger movements. Individuals are then taught that what feels/sounds/looks ‘too loud’ or ‘too big’ is within normal limits and has a positive impact on daily functional living. Therefore at the end of treatment, individuals habitually self-cue increased amplitude of motor output and have attention to action. Now they are in a cycle of a louder voice and bigger movements.
Figure 1. Hypothesized model for amplitude rescaling and recalibration in LSVT Programs

**PRE-TREATMENT**

1. Problem in self-perception/awareness - do not recognize movements are soft, small or slow
2. Self-cueing deficits - continue scaling reduced amplitude of speech and movement patterns
3. Produce soft voice, small, slow movements
4. Reduced amplitude of motor output

**TREATMENT FOCUS** – mode of delivery is intensive, high effort, salient

1. Improve self-perception/awareness of amplitude required to produce normal vocal loudness and movement amplitude
2. Improve self-cueing/attention to action - habitually scale increased amplitude of speech and movement patterns
3. Produce louder voice, larger movements
4. INCREASE amplitude of motor output